
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annual Report 2019 
 
 
 
 
The Madamfo Foundation, established in 1997, supports projects in the fields of healthcare 
and education in Ghana. “Madamfo” is the Ghanaian word for “friend”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Madamfo Foundation 
Contact address: 
K. Westra 
Langstraat 9 
4176BC Tuil 
 
www.madamfo.com 
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Statutory goal  
The Madamfo Foundation makes a contribution to improving healthcare, and supports 
educational projects. Additionally, the foundation aims to promote a better understanding of 
development cooperation, and raises awareness in these areas. The Madamfo Foundation is 
a registered charity with tax registration number 806350635 and Chamber of Commerce 
registration number 41094326. Therefore, gifts and donations are tax-deductible. 
 
The “Centraal Bureau Fondsenwerving” (“Central Bureau for Fundraising” or “CBF”) 
regulates charitable organizations in the Netherlands. The CBF has granted Madamfo its 
CBF certification in 2016. 
 
Since its official notarial establishment in 1997, Madamfo has been active in fundraising and 
executing a variety of projects in Ghana. Board members contribute without receiving 
financial compensation. Modest expenses may be reimbursed, with the exception of working 
visits to Ghana. In Ghana the foundation has had the official status of Non-Governmental 
Organization (NGO) since 2005.  
 
The foundation selects projects from requests originating in Ghana, and the Ghanaian 
partner plays a key role in the execution of those projects. Projects should comply with 
governmental regulations and policy frameworks, and should become financially self-
sufficient within a previously agreed time frame. In addition to material support, the 
foundation also considers knowledge transfer to be essential, where possible either in Ghana 
itself or in the Netherlands if needed. By making use of local technology, materials and 
manpower, the foundation spends project funds in Ghana wherever possible. Madamfo is an 
independent foundation with minimal overheads thanks to the dedication of its numerous 
volunteers.  
For more information regarding the foundation, please refer to our website 
www.madamfo.com 
 
Board and volunteers  
The Madamfo Foundation has sections both in the Netherlands and in Ghana, each with their 
own board.  
The board in the Netherlands consisted of the following members in 2019: 
Wim Levens, chairman 
Karin Westra, secretary/treasurer 
Jan Peters, member  
Martien Boxelaar, member  
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Key Points in 2019 
 
Collaboration “Wilde Ganzen” (Dutch for “Wild Geese”). 
Madamfo has been working with Wilde Ganzen for many years. Their financial support is 
vital for realizing our projects. This year, those were the renovation-rebuilding of the 
elementary school in Butre and the establishment of a pharmacy at the Madamfo hospital. 
 
Communication 
Information regarding the progress of the projects will be posted on the website. The 
foundation is active on Facebook, and has given various presentations on the projects. 
Donors were kept informed on the progress of these. Through open days at the art-gallery 
“Afrika aan de Waal”, contact with (potential) sponsors takes place, and our activities are 
highlighted. 
The existing leaflet of the foundation has been replaced with an information card. A word of 
thanks to printing firm Rieuwers Grafisch in Tiel for providing these free of charge. 
 
Board Meetings 
The board met three times, and a delegation of the board visited the projects twice during the 
year. 
 
Fund Raising 
The foundation looks back on successful fundraising. In particular, we thank: 

 The Lyceum of Elst 

 The “Stichting Beheer Vermogen voormalige Weeshuizen Zaltbommel” 

 Numerous private donors, including an €8,000 anonymous gift to support our 
educational projects. 

 “Stichting SoliCare” in Heerlen (Zuyderland hospital). 

 Various companies which supplied instruments at substantial discounts. 

 The Art Gallery  “Afrika aan de Waal” which is affiliated with Madamfo, organized an 

exhibition, with the proceeds going to Madamfo. Online sales of ethnographic objects 

went well. 

 
Projects 
Scholarship fund for secondary school pupils and students at vocational college/university 
This scholarship fund is administered through the Anansi Education foundation. Five 
students at college/university level received scholarships. We received four laptops for our 
students through an anonymous gift. 
 
Elementary School in Butre 
The school, which had been damaged by a tropical storm and had partially collapsed, was 
fully renovated. Additionally, toilets, a shower, a watertank and a kitchen were installed. This 
was facilitated through the major efforts of pupils and teachers of the Lyceum in Elst who 
raised a substantial amount of money through various activities. Co-sponsoring by “Wilde 
Ganzen” balanced the budget. The school will be opened in February 2020. 
 
Takoradi Hospital 
Dr. Atawurah continued his collaboration with the university of Cape Coast. He lectures and 
runs walk-in clinics at the university hospital. The Madamfo hospital still pursues a close 
collaboration with the medical faculty in Cape Coast. The latest meeting with the head of the 
department of surgical specialities was promising. We await further actions of the medical 
faculty. As far as our foundation is concerned, the preparatory process has received 
adequate attention. 
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Scientific research has been initiated, which has led to a publication and a presentation at 
the annual meeting of the Dutch Society of Urology. Dr. Atawurah attended a conference in 
Barcelona, financed by the foundation. 
 
Unfortunately we could not find suitable candidates for the nursing- or technical-training 
courses.  
 
Two Dutch medical technicians carried out maintenance work and installed new equipment. 
The X-ray equipment does not yet function properly. A Philips technician was able to solve 
part of the problem, with further action to follow a.s.a.p. As reparation may prove expensive, 
leasing of equipment may offer a better solution. 
 
Due to an increase in available medicines, the pharmacy had become too small. In addition, 
there was no 24/7 pharmacy in the Takoradi region. All the more reason to set up a newer, 
larger pharmacy outside the hospital building. We were able to realize this through a 
donation from the “Stichting Solicare” (Zuyderland hospital). 
 
The hospital was hit by a tropical storm, whereby a mud slide caused serious damage. A 
large clean-up operation was needed. Luckily, medical instruments were not affected. 
However, the generator was badly damaged, but could be repaired. 
 
Plans for 2020 
Communication 
The foundation’s website is outdated and will be renewed by a student. As this is part of a 
graduation project, this will be done free of charge. 
 
Board 
In view of the increased requirements that foundations must fulfil, expansion of the board 
would be desirable. Unfortunately, again we did not manage to accomplish this in 2019, 
despite several promising discussions with candidate board members. 
 
Fundraising 
The financing of projects is increasingly challenging. Companies are less inclined to donate, 
partly due to stricter regulations. Wilde Ganzen has indicated to no longer finance projects in 
the near future, with the flourishing economy in Ghana as the major reason for this decision. 
Private donations still constitute an important source of income, albeit also with a noticable 
decline. A greater effort, with a greater time commitment, is needed for an ever-decreasing 
amount of money. 
 
Projects 
 
Takoradi Hospital 
The X-ray department and laboratory are still cause for concern. In 2020, the necessary 
repairs will take place. The partial solution may well lie in the leasing of equipment. Some 
instruments need to be replaced.  
Thorough maintenance of the hospital building is planned for 2020.  
New research projects are feasible, whereby collaboration with, amongst others, Dutch 
universities is vital. 
 
Scholarship fund for high-school pupils and students at vocational colleges/universities 
In 2020, a number of students will be supported by the foundation again. For this, we are 
dependent on the number of donors. 
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Future: 

 
The board of the foundation notices the following emerging problems: 
 

1. New, younger board members cannot be found. 
2. Administrative obligations continue to increase (Wilde Ganzen, Anbi, reporting, 

taxation etc). 
3. Fund raising is increasingly time-consuming. Wilde Ganzen may discontinue its 

financial contributions. 
4. Progress in collaborating with the medical faculty is strained. 
5. Responsibilities are insufficiently picked up, especially in the Madamfo Hospital. 

 
This has led to the decision to no longer initiate new projects. The maintenance of the 
hospital and newly needed equiptment will be financed by the foundation. Initiatives to 
strengthen the financial basis of the hospital are urgently required. These may include 
support from Ghana’s business sector, as well as research projects in collaboration with 
Dutch universities, where research funding may become available. Initial steps in these 
areas have been taken. 
 
The scholarship fund remains dependent on private gifts. In case these dry up, the fund will 

be discontinued. 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT 2019 

 

Balance 01-01-2019 15,334.65    
Donations 
 Private donors 
 Foundations 
 Lyceum Elst 
 Companies 
 Art Gallery 

 

 
       9,662.75 

4,004.70 
5,242.59 
3,995.70 
1,000.00 

 

 Projects Madamfo 
Hospital:  
 Equipment 
 Expenses X-ray machine 
 Storm damage 
 Pharmacy 
 Other 
 Conference Dr. Atawurah 
Scholarship fund  
School Butre 
 
Banking Fees  
Transport costs 
Office supplies 
CBF Certification 
Website 
Representation costs 
Gifts sponsors 
Other 
 

 
 

6,420.00 
1,200.00 
2,250.00 
5,333.33 

230.99 
1,892.50 
1,050.00 

   10,879.33     
 

246.00 
360.80 
121.64 
259.00 
39.65 

401.80 
527.93 
150.00      

 
 
 

      23,905.74 
 
 

 Total 
 
Balance 31-12-2019 

31,362.97 
 

7,877.42 
 
                                

     
 

         
      39,240.39   39,240.39 

     

 
 
Direct transfer by Wilde Ganzen to Ghanaian projects (school Butre, pharmacy Madamfo 
hospital): 8,106 euro 
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BALANCE SHEET, 31-12-2019 

 

Assets 

Liquid assets: 
Balance Rabobank  7,877 
 

Total    7,877 

 

 

 

Liabilities 

Reserves: 
General reserve*  3,877 
Special-purpose reserve** 4,000 
 
Total    7,877 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*   General reserve regarding unexpected expenses Madamfo Hospital (e.g. reparation defective equipment)  
** Special-purpose reserve for education expenses four pupils 

 
 

 
 
  


